Modifying the Webradio URL in the firmware using a hex-editor.
(Revision 1)
People who own a KiSS DP-500 DVD player and are using the Webradio option
know that they can only listen to the radio stations that are provided on the KiSS
Webradio internet site (webradio.kiss-technology.com). When you want to have more
stations (like we all do), there is a solution. In short the way how this is done:
- Compile your own playlist and place it on a website.
- Modify the firmware (the ISO file) and update your DVD player.
When modifying the ISO file it is important not to change the length of the ISO file.
One way to accomplish this is by using a hex-editor. In this case you must have a
hex-editor and also know what rules to follow. This document describes how to do it.
In the following description I used “UltraEdit-32 Professional version 9.20+”.
Start the hex-editor and open the ISO file that you want to modify. Search for “get
http”. Click on ‘Find Next’.

The hex-editor will find the search-string and will highlight it.

First we change the domain. Look a few lines above the found search-string. There
will be a line like the following picture.

Now change the highlighted part in the picture above to your own domain. Do not
insert text, but only override the default domain. Do not enter a domain name longer
then the default domain. In most cases the domain you’ve entered will be shorter then
the default domain. In this case you have to enter extra “null” characters. A “null”
character is not the same as a dot. In the picture below I have to override the text
“hnology.com” with “null” characters.

You can enter the “null” characters in the middle part of the screen. After
modification it should look like this. Notice the highlighted zero’s in the picture
below.

The next part to change is the path to the playlist. The highlighted part in the picture
below shows this (default) path. The easiest way to do this is to enter a path of exact
length as the default path.

When you enter a path of less length, like I did in the picture below you have to move
the part behind the default path to the end of the command line. The highlighted x’es
are now only for explanation purpose (just to show you the gap).

When starting Webradio on your KiSS DP-500 your player executes a ‘GET’
command to obtain the playlist. Default this command line is:
“GET http://webradio.kiss-technology.com/host.php?PlayerID=%s&PlayerBrand=%s
&PlayerModel=%s&PlayerVersion=100&PlayerLanguage=%d&PlayerFirmware=%d “

So when you change the path with one of less length (like in the picture above)….
“GET http://www.mywebsite.com/host.phpxxxxxxxxxxx?PlayerID=%s&PlayerBrand=%s
&PlayerModel=%s&PlayerVersion=100&PlayerLanguage=%d&PlayerFirmware=%d “

… you have got a gap (the red x’es). In green the new path. In red the gap. The gap
must go to the end of the command line. Like this:
“GET http://www.mywebsite.com/host.php?PlayerID=%s&PlayerBrand=%s&PlayerModel
=%s&PlayerVersion=100&PlayerLanguage=%d&PlayerFirmware=%d xxxxxxxxxxx“

Notice also the space at the end of the command line.

In the next picture I entered the (example) x’es behind the command line (and after
the space).

The gap, now behind the command line, must be filled with “space” characters. See
picture below.

Notice the two characters after the gap and before the next line. These are not “null”
characters. So don’t alter them.

Here you have the modified command line (and path to the playlist).

Just a last thing to mention. I know you have noticed also the another URL…

… but that is only part of a message. So don’t needed to alter with.
Now you can save the changes, burn the ISO on a cd-rom and update your KiSS
player.

Smile 2003.

